Chronic Pulmonary Artery Pressure Elevation Is Insufficient to Explain Right Heart Failure
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Background—The most important determinant of longevity in pulmonary arterial hypertension is right ventricular (RV) function, but in contrast to experimental work elucidating the pathobiology of left ventricular failure, there is a paucity of data on the cellular and molecular mechanisms of RV failure.

Methods and Results—A mechanical animal model of chronic progressive RV pressure overload (pulmonary artery banding, not associated with structural alterations of the lung circulation) was compared with an established model of angioproliferative pulmonary hypertension associated with fatal RV failure. Isolated RV pressure overload induced RV hypertrophy without failure, whereas in the context of angioproliferative pulmonary hypertension, RV failure developed that was associated with myocardial apoptosis, fibrosis, a decreased RV capillary density, and a decreased vascular endothelial growth factor mRNA and protein expression despite increased nuclear stabilization of hypoxia-induced factor-1α. Induction of myocardial nuclear factor E2-related factor 2 and heme-oxigenase 1 with a dietary supplement (Protandim) prevented fibrosis and capillary loss and preserved RV function despite continuing pressure overload.

Conclusion—These data brought into question the commonly held concept that RV failure associated with pulmonary hypertension is due strictly to the increased RV afterload. (Circulation. 2009;120:1951-1960.)
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Pulmonary hypertension and subsequent right heart failure are increasingly being identified as worldwide problems affecting patients with highly prevalent diseases such as schistosomiasis, sickle cell disease, HIV infection, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and chronic left heart failure.1 Right ventricular (RV) function is the most important determinant of longevity in patients with pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH), a form of pulmonary hypertension characterized by typical vascular lesions in small pulmonary arteries.2 Pulmonary hypertension and RV failure are strong predictors of mortality in patients with left ventricular (LV) failure3,4 and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.5 The various structural, functional, and developmental differences that exist between the RV and LV caution us to assume that RV failure is mechanistically not different from LV failure.6

Clinical Perspective on p 1960

Because neither a persistent reversal of pulmonary vascular changes nor a lasting reduction of the pulmonary artery pressure can be accomplished in PAH patients by currently available vasodilator therapies, a specific cardioprotective treatment strategy that improves RV function despite elevated RV afterload may improve the quality of life and survival of PAH patients. Clinical observation and experimental evidence suggest that the mechanical stress of an elevated pulmonary artery pressure is not the only reason for PAH-associated RV failure. RV pressure overload associated with pulmonary artery stenosis carries a much better prognosis than PAH.7 Progressive pulmonary stenosis induced by pulmonary artery banding (PAB) in rats is not associated with RV failure,8 but animal models of peripheral pulmonary vascular disease are, despite a similar degree of pressure overload.9 Pressure-independent components of pulmonary vascular disease may contribute to the development of RV failure in PAH. We hypothesize that progressive pressure overload per se is insufficient to explain RV failure in PAH.

Here, we investigate the relevance to PAH-associated RV failure of 2 mechanisms that play a role in pressure overload–induced LV failure: myocardial fibrosis10 and a decreased myocardial capillary density (microvascular rarefaction).11
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RV fibrosis has been documented in RV endomyocardial biopsies of PAH patients, and RV ischemia has been described in PAH patients with normal coronary arteries. Whereas RV ischemia is usually attributed to systemic hypotension, enhanced systolic compression of coronary vessels, and increased oxygen demand resulting from elevated wall stress, loss of RV microvessels may play an additional role. Because angiogenesis is necessary to support hypertrophy induced by pressure overload, insufficient hypoxia-induced factor-1α (HIF-1α) protein stabilization or an insufficient upregulation of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) in response to HIF-1α could lead to capillary growth lagging behind cardiomyocyte growth and hence a decrease in capillary density. The former has been shown in LV pressure overload in mice, and the loss of capillaries has been suggested to contribute to LV failure. Here, we show evidence for dysfunctional HIF-1α/VEGF signaling in PAH-associated RV failure—defective VEGF protein and receptor transcription associated with oxidative stress—and provide evidence that pressure overload per se is insufficient as a cause of RV failure.

Methods

RV function was determined in male Sprague-Dawley rats 6 weeks after surgical PAB. Through a left thoracotomy in rats weighing 180 to 200 g, a silk suture was tied tightly around an 18-gauge needle alongside the pulmonary artery. After subsequent rapid removal of the needle, a fixed constricted opening was created in the lumen of the pulmonary artery and animal growth resulted in a progressive increase in RV systolic pressure and a pressure gradient of ~50 mm Hg after 6 weeks (see the online-only Data Supplement). In another subset of animals, an even greater degree of RV pressure overload was created by exposure to hypoxia (simulated altitude, 5000 m in a nitrogen dilution chamber) after the surgical procedure. Our objective was to mimic chronic progressive RV pressure overload, such as that which develops in human PAH, and not to induce acute severe pressure overload. The latter situation can be created by a much tighter constriction of the main pulmonary artery; this method has been used by several other investigators to mimic acute RV failure such as that which occurs in massive pulmonary embolism.

The PAB model was compared with a model featuring progressive pressure overload in conjunction with angio-proliferative pulmonary vascular remodeling induced by the combined exposure to the VEGF receptor (VEGFR) blocker SU5416 and hypoxia (SuHx). This SuHx model is characterized by pulmonary vascular lesions that resemble those found in human PAH. The model was described in detail by our group previously. Briefly, male Sprague-Dawley rats weighing 200 g received a single injection of SU5416 (20 mg/kg SC) and were exposed to a simulated altitude of 5000 m in a nitrogen dilution chamber for 4 weeks; thereafter, the animals were kept at the altitude of Richmond, Va (sea level), for another 2 weeks. Before tissue harvests, echocardiographic measurements were made of the RV inner diameter and tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion; HR, heart rate; SV, stroke volume; and CO, cardiac output. Hearts were harvested at 13 to 14 weeks of age. Values are mean±SD.

An alcohol-based extract of the dietary supplement Protandim (LifeVantage Corp, Littleton, Colo) was administered intraperitoneally every other day to an additional group of SuHx rats starting on the day before SU5416 injection. Protandim consists of 5 standardized ingredients (Bacopa monniera, Silybum marianum, Withania somnifera, green tea, and turmeric); although none of these components alone can induce a major increase in antioxidant enzymes, together they synergistically increase superoxide dismutase and heme-oxygenase-1 (HO-1).

See the online-only Data Supplement for additional Methods.

Results

Isolated RV Pressure Overload Is Not Associated With Heart Failure

Six weeks after surgery or SU5416 injection, the increase in RV systolic pressure was comparable in PAB and SuHx (the Table and Figure 1A). Consistent with previous studies, RV function (determined by cardiac ultrasound and hemodynamic measurements) was preserved in PAB (Figure 1C and 1D). In contrast, SuHx rats showed overt signs of RV failure on cardiac ultrasound, with evidence of pericardial fluid, systolic paradox movement of the interventricular septum, RV dilatation (Figure 1C), and a reduced tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion (see the Table). Cardiac output was significantly decreased in SuHx but not in PAB (Figure 1D). The decreased RV function in SuHx rats was accompanied by exaggerated RV hypertrophy, with an increase in RV weight out of proportion to the degree of RV pressure overload (Figure 1B) and an increased rate of RV apoptosis (Figure 1E). Fetal gene reexpression, which has been demonstrated in endomyocardial biopsies of patients with PAH and may be associated with a loss of myocardial contractility, occurred both in the hypertrophied RV after PAB and in the failing RV of the SuHx model (online-only Data Supplement). Whereas mortality rates increase steeply after 6 weeks in the SuHx model, PAB was not associated with an increased long-term mortality. Cardiac ultrasound and cardiac output were still normal 22 weeks after PAB (Figure 1F).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BW, g</th>
<th>RV, mg</th>
<th>RV/LV+S</th>
<th>TAPSE, mm</th>
<th>HR, bpm</th>
<th>SV, µL</th>
<th>CO, mL/min</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Controls (n=6)</td>
<td>362±14</td>
<td>202±19</td>
<td>0.24±0.02</td>
<td>3.5±0.2</td>
<td>312±15</td>
<td>206±46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAB (n=8)</td>
<td>357±25*</td>
<td>451±71††</td>
<td>0.52±0.07††</td>
<td>2.6±0.7$††</td>
<td>297±12</td>
<td>199±25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuHx (n=8)</td>
<td>324±34†</td>
<td>663±146†</td>
<td>0.76±0.17†</td>
<td>1.5±0.5†</td>
<td>292±15</td>
<td>127±22§</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BW indicates body weight; RV, RV weight; LV, LV weight; S, septal weight; TAPSE, tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion; HR, heart rate; SV, stroke volume; and CO, cardiac output. Hearts were harvested at 13 to 14 weeks of age. Values are mean±SD.

*P<0.05 versus SuHx; †P<0.0001 versus controls; ††P<0.0001 versus SuHx; $P<0.05 versus controls; ‡P<0.01 versus SuHx; §P<0.05 versus controls.
Angioproliferative PAH in the SuHx Model Is Associated With More RV Fibrosis and Oxidative Damage and Diminished Antioxidant Protection Compared With Isolated RV Pressure Overload

Cardiac fibrosis22,23 and capillary rarefaction15 can contribute to the development of LV failure in response to pressure overload. Whether these mechanisms contribute to PAH-associated RV failure is not clear. The degree of fibrosis assessed in trichrome-stained RV tissue sections was significantly greater in SuHx rats than in controls (Figure 2A, 2C, and 2G). The histological findings were confirmed by Western blots of collagen I (online-only Data Supplement). The development of fibrosis in SuHx animals was patchy, with no clear preference for specific RV segments or transmural regions. PAB was associated with an insignificant increase in RV fibrosis (Figure 2B and 2G). Associated with RV fibrosis and hypertrophy, gene expression of osteopontin-1 was increased in both models, but more so in SuHx than in PAB (Figure 3A).

Tissue fibrosis develops as a reparative response to oxidative damage,24 and insufficient protection against an oxidant burden could explain the different degrees of fibrosis in our models. Figure 2D through 2F and 2H shows evidence of increased oxidative stress in SuHx compared with PAB; immunostaining with an antibody directed against malondialdehyde was more intense in the SuHx than PAB RV. We assessed protection from oxidant burden by examining the expression of the antioxidant transcription factor nuclear factor E2-related factor 2 (Nrf2) and its target gene HO-1. Expression of both nuclear Nrf2 and HO-1 was significantly decreased in the RV of SuHx animals, thereby suggesting insufficient protection against oxidative stress (Figure 3E through 3G).

Angioproliferative PAH in SuHx Is Associated With RV Capillary Rarefaction and Decreased VEGF microRNA and Protein Expression

RV capillary volume was significantly decreased in SuHx but not in PAB (Figure 4A through 4C and 4G). LV capillary volume was normal in both models. RV capillaries appeared morphologically heterogeneous in SuHx; this finding was best appreciated in 3-dimensional reconstructions (see the video in the online-only Data Supplement). In some areas, capillaries appeared narrow and pruned; others were dilated and irregularly shaped. Staining with an anti-CD31 antibody confirmed a decreased capillary density in the SuHx RV compared with control and PAB (Figure 4D through 4F and 4H). These results indicate that some components of the lung vascular changes in the SuHx model, and not pressure-overload per se, are linked to changes in the RV microcirculation.

VEGF is a critical determinant of capillary growth and maintenance. Whereas the expression of VEGF, VEGFR1, and VEGFR2 messenger RNA (mRNA) was decreased in the
RV of SuHx animals (Figure 3B through 3D), expression was significantly increased in the corresponding LV (online-only Data Supplement). No significant changes were observed in the RV or LV of PAB animals (in fact, there was a trend toward increased VEGF mRNA in the PAB RV). Western blots showed decreased VEGF protein expression in the RVs in both models but a more pronounced decrease in SuHx (Figure 5D). Because HIF-1α is a major controller of VEGF expression, we examined nuclear HIF-1α expression in these same RVs. As shown in Figure 5D and 5E, there is an apparent uncoupling of VEGF transcription from stable HIF-1α protein expression; the strongest signal for HIF-1α protein is observed in the SuHx RV, which is characterized by decreased VEGF expression. To further assess the importance of capillary rarefaction in the transition from adaptive hypertrophy to RV failure, we fed an additional group of PAB rats a low-copper diet, an intervention known to interfere with HIF-1α protein stabilization and angiogenesis in the LV adapting to pressure overload. As expected, this intervention resulted in RV fibrosis, capillary rarefaction, and failure (online-only Data Supplement).

The RV Adaptive Response to Pressure Overload Is Not Directly Affected by SU5416 or Exposure to Hypoxia

Only the SuHx combination leads to severe angioproliferative pulmonary hypertension; either intervention alone (SU5416 or hypoxia) is insufficient to induce PAH and/or RV failure. No fibrosis was seen in the LVs of rats in any of the single-intervention models, and LV capillary volume and morphology were similar in the single-intervention conditions (and equal to the capillary volume of the normal RV; not shown). This strongly suggests that fibrosis, capillary alterations, and RV dysfunction in the SuHx model are not a direct consequence of either SU5416 or hypoxia alone. To further exclude the possibility that SU5416 or hypoxic exposure specifically interferes with RV adaptation to pressure overload, a separate group of rats were subjected to PAB in combination with either SU5416 administration or hypoxic exposure. Neither combination was associated with signs of RV failure by cardiac ultrasound (Figure 5A), nor was the degree of RV hypertrophy induced by PAB affected by SU5416 or hypoxia (Figure 5C). However, and remarkably, RV systolic pressure after PAB was even higher when combined with hypoxic exposure (range, 90 to 125 mm Hg; average, 109±14 mm Hg; Figure 5B), documenting a considerable pressure resilience of the RV. Exposure to either SU5416 or hypoxia of PAB rats did not change the capillary volume or protein expressions of HIF-1α, VEGF, Nrf2, or HO-1 (Figure 5D through 5F).

Induction of Nrf2 and HO-1 in SuHx Rats by Dietary Intervention Is Associated With Diminished Oxidative Stress, Prevention of Maladaptive RV Remodeling, and Improved RV Function Despite Persisting Pulmonary Vascular Changes

We hypothesized that attenuating the oxidative stress in the SuHx model would improve VEGF expression, reduce RV fibrosis, restore RV capillarization, and improve RV function. To this end, we treated a separate group of SuHx rats with Protandim, a plant extract that induces Nrf2-dependent, antioxidant cardioprotective enzymes. Whereas Protandim treatment of SuHx rats did not decrease the number of occluded pulmonary vascular lesions and did not result in a decreased pulmonary artery pressure (Figure 6A through 6C),
our data point to a cardioprotective effect of Protandim: (1) The expression of Nrf2 and HO-1 was upregulated after Protandim (Figure 6H and 6I); (2) the suppression of microRNA (miRNA)-208 expression was attenuated (miRNA-208 increased to levels seen in PAB; see the online-only Data Supplement) while osteopontin-1 expression was diminished by Protandim (Figure 6G); (3) nuclear HIF-1α protein expression was decreased after Protandim treatment while VEGF mRNA expression was preserved and VEGF protein expression in the RV was increased (Figure 6I); and (4) RV fibrosis was attenuated and RV capillary density was preserved after Protandim treatment (Figure 6E and 6F), all of which were accompanied by a preserved cardiac output (Figure 6D), less dilatation on cardiac ultrasound, and a decreased rate of RV myocardial apoptosis (online-only Data Supplement).

Discussion
In this study, we show that chronic progressive RV pressure overload per se does not lead to severe RV dysfunction and
that RV failure in experimental PAH is associated with myocardial fibrosis and capillary rarefaction. We also demonstrate that RV failure is associated with decreased RV VEGF protein expression and impaired myocardial VEGF transcription despite increased HIF-1α protein levels. We further show that induction of Nrf2 by the herbal supplement Protandim prevents cardiac oxidative stress, preserves HO-1 and VEGF expression and myocardial capillary density, and prevents RV failure without modifying lung angioproliferation.

The development of RV failure in the SuHx model cannot be attributed to VEGFR blockade interfering with RV adaptation to pressure overload. SU5416 treatment without hypoxia (ie, without the induction of angioproliferative lesions) is not associated with failure of the pressure overloaded RV or with a decreased myocardial capillary density. Combined exposure to SU5416 and hypoxia does not lead to changes in VEGF signaling or a reduced capillary density in the LV. SU5416 injection in PAB rats does not interfere with RV adaptation to pressure overload.

It is frequently assumed that the elevated pulmonary artery pressure (RV afterload) is the main and perhaps only cause of PAH-associated RV failure. However, our data provide evidence that the increased afterload alone does not cause the rat RV to fail; in fact, after PAB, the RV hypertrophies and maintains a high systolic pressure and a normal cardiac output. After PAB, the degree of hypertrophy follows a close linear relationship with the RV systolic pressure, whereas the degree of hypertrophy for a given pressure is exaggerated in SuHx. In PAB rats, the RV chamber is not dilated, the degree of myocardial fibrosis is limited, and the capillary density remains normal. The RV after PAB demonstrates a decreased miRNA-208 expression, consistent with an α/β-myosin heavy chain switch, but this phenomenon is apparently not a marker of RV failure. A decreased α-myosin heavy chain expression has also been observed in chronic hypoxic pulmonary hypertension, as stated, without signs of RV failure.

Maintained RV performance up to 12 weeks after PAB has also been reported by Faber et al. In the present study, we extended this observation to 22 weeks after PAB without evidence of RV failure. Additionally, the experiment in which PAB was combined with hypoxic exposure shows that the RV systolic pressure can increase to a level that is equal to the normal LV systolic pressure (far above the pressure seen in conventional models of pulmonary hypertension) without signs of RV failure. This set of experiments demonstrates that even a combination of a central obstruction and peripheral vascular changes (hypoxic vasoconstriction and vascular remodeling without angioproliferation) is insufficient to make the RV fail.

RV fibrotic changes in the 2 models paralleled changes in the cardiac expression of the phosphoprotein osteopontin-1 (discussed further in the online-only Data Supplement). Although at present data that link RV fibrosis to oxidative stress are lacking, on the basis of findings in models of liver and lung fibrosis, we postulate that different degrees of oxidative damage could have accounted for the different degrees of fibrosis in SuHx and PAB. As shown previously, antioxidant enzymes (eg, thioredoxin and catalase) are upregulated after PAB. Catalase expression is under the influence of the transcription factor Nrf2. Nrf2 regulates inducible expression of antioxidant response element–containing genes, encoding proteins that play important roles in the adaptive responses to oxidative stress [apart from catalase, eg, HO-1, NAD(P)H:quinone oxidoreductase, glutathi-
one S-transferase, and γ-glutamylcysteine synthase. A recent study by Yet et al demonstrated RV failure in HO-1 knockout mice exposed to chronic hypoxia, suggesting that HO-1 plays an important role in maintaining RV function; interestingly, the dilated RV tissue in the study by Yet et al showed signs of oxidative stress and fibrosis. Our experiments show that the increased degree of fibrosis in the SuHx model is paralleled by a decreased expression of Nrf2 and HO-1.

Angioproliferative PAH in the SuHx model was paradoxically associated with a loss of RV capillaries, whereas isolated RV pressure overload in the PAB model was not. RV capillary loss after PAB could be induced by dietary copper restriction, which also induced RV failure (online-only Data Supplement). Capillary rarefaction has not been systematically studied as a cause of RV failure, despite the fact that a reduced capillary density and VEGF protein expression are known to play causative roles in pressure overload–induced LV failure. Chronic RV overload in monocrotaline–induced pulmonary hypertension is associated with a reduced capillary density and reduced VEGF expression, whereas RV capillary density and VEGF expression are increased in chronic hypoxic pulmonary hypertension. Here, we show that preservation of the RV microcirculation is associated with maintained RV function. In the murine LV, transverse aortic constriction leads initially to upregulation of LV VEGF signaling, but after 2 weeks, VEGF signaling becomes insufficient and is associated with decreased cardiac microvascular density and systolic dysfunction. Restoration of VEGF signaling leads to a normalization of capillary density and an improvement in systolic function. These changes may be related to a time-dependent effect of Akt1 activation on VEGF expression; short-term activation of Akt1 leads to
adaptive cardiac hypertrophy together with increased cardiomyocyte VEGF secretion and angiogenesis, whereas long-term Akt1 activation is associated with cardiac dilatation, decreased VEGF secretion, and capillary rarefaction.11

In our study, the decrease in VEGF expression may have been caused by an apparent uncoupling of HIF-1α and VEGF transcription; the lowest levels of RV VEGF mRNA were found in SuHx despite the highest expression of nuclear HIF-1α (Figure 4). This finding differs from data obtained in the pressure-overloaded murine LV, where p53-induced suppression of HIF-1α leads to decreased VEGF expression.15 We propose that abundant oxidative stress (along with impaired antioxidant defenses) in the SuHx model may have led to a decreased VEGF protein expression via damage to the hypoxia response element of the VEGF promoter, making the VEGF gene less sensitive to regulation by HIF-1α.39 Induction of Nrf2 and HO-1 expression by Protandim was associated with a reduction in oxidative stress and fibrosis, preservation of the RV microcirculation, and maintained RV function. Along with the reduction in RV fibrosis, mRNA expression of osteopontin-1 was reduced. The reduction in nuclear HIF-1α protein expression with Protandim may be a marker of reduced myocardial hypoxia, and we speculate that induction of HO-1 may have resulted in preserved VEGF protein expression by preventing oxidative damage to the VEGF promoter.39

Conclusions
Chronic progressive pressure overload in the context of angioproliferative pulmonary hypertension, but not in isola-
tion, is associated with RV fibrosis, capillary rarefaction, and RV failure. RV failure is associated with oxidative stress and reduced HO-1–dependent antioxidant protection. Restoration of Nrf2 and HO-1 signaling can prevent maladaptive RV remodeling and preserve RV function. This study does not address the reason why angioproliferative pulmonary hypertension is associated with a failing antioxidant defense. We can only speculate that the structurally altered pulmonary circulation in PAH releases mediators that interfere with adaptive RV responses already maximally challenged to meet the increased mechanical stress. Candidate factors and mediators are immune cells activated within the pulmonary vascular wall, subsequently infiltrating the heart and releasing chemokines and/or antibodies; hormones that the pulmonary wall, subsequently infiltrating the heart and releasing chemokines and/or antibodies; and neuronal reflex mechanisms with afferents stimulated in the "sick lung circulation." Dr McCord served as consultant for LifeVantage Corp, Littleton, CO, 2006–2012. Microscopy was performed at the Virginia Commonwealth University Department of Neurobiology and Anatomy Microscopy Facility, supported in part by funding from National Institutes of Health–National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke Center core grant (5P30NS047463).
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**CLINICAL PERSPECTIVE**

The presence of right heart failure increases the morbidity and mortality associated with pulmonary hypertension. The mechanisms by which right heart failure occurs in pulmonary hypertension are uncertain; however, the degree and duration of pressure overload do not explain sufficiently why the right ventricle (RV) ultimately dilates and fails. The present study shows in a rodent model that the RV is tolerant to chronic progressive pressure overload as long as this pressure overload is not associated with angioproliferative pulmonary vascular disease. This finding suggests that molecular, cellular, and hemodynamic lung-heart interactions explain the transition from compensated hypertrophy to RV dilatation and failure in pulmonary hypertension. It is further shown that important features of the failing RV include a loss of capillaries in the microcirculation and increased fibrosis. These structural changes are associated with evidence of oxidative stress and a biochemical uncoupling of hypoxia-induced factor-1α protein stabilization and vascular endothelial growth factor transcription. Moreover, this study shows that a dietary intervention can prevent RV dysfunction and pathological remodeling in the setting of persistent pressure overload. By inducing nuclear factor E2-related factor 2 and heme-oxygenase 1, the herbal supplement Protandim prevented a loss of myocardial capillaries, reduced the degree of RV fibrosis, and prevented RV dilatation and loss of myocardial contractility.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

Supplemental Methods

Using a direct comparison in rats of similar age, strain and degree of pressure overload, RV function was evaluated by echocardiography, thermodilution and pressure-volume analysis. RV morphology was ascertained using immunohistochemistry and microcirculatory imaging. Relevant signaling pathways were interrogated by Western Blotting and qPCR.

SuHx model

This model requires the combined action of the VEGF receptor antagonist SU5416 and chronic hypoxia. Male Sprague-Dawley rats weighing 200g are injected subcutaneously (s.c.) with SU5416 suspended in 0.5% (w/v) carboxymethylcellulose sodium, 0.9% (w/v) sodium chloride, 0.4% (v/v) polysorbate 80, 0.9% (v/v) benzyl alcohol in deionized water. Control rats receive diluents. The treatment protocol consists of a single injection of SU5416 (20 mg/kg) at the beginning of the 6 week experiment. The animals are exposed to chronic hypoxia (simulated altitude of 5000 m in a nitrogen dilution chamber) for 4 weeks; thereafter the animals are kept at the altitude of Richmond (sea level) for another 2 weeks. We specifically chose not to use the monocrotaline model, as it was recently shown to be associated with myocarditis²⁶.

Pulmonary artery banding

In male Sprague-Dawley rats weighing 200g anesthesia is induced and maintained by isoflurane inhalation (5% and 2%, respectively, in oxygen-enriched room air). After intubation, the animals
are mechanically ventilated with the use of a volume-controlled respirator. Positive end-expiratory pressure is maintained at 4 cmH2O. A left thoracotomy is performed, and the pulmonary artery is carefully dissected free from the aorta. A silk thread is positioned under the pulmonary artery, and an 18-gauge needle is placed alongside the pulmonary artery. A suture is tied tightly around the needle, and the needle is rapidly removed to produce a fixed constricted opening in the lumen equal to the diameter of the needle. The combination of a fixed banding around the pulmonary artery and animal growth results in a pressure gradient of about 50 mmHg (see figure e1) and a marked increased RV afterload. After the banding, the thorax is closed in layers, and postoperative pain relief is obtained by applying buprenorphine (15µg/kg s.c.).
Figure e1 Three examples of pressure tracings during the transition of the catheter from right ventricle into the pulmonary artery pressure and beyond the pulmonary artery band. The x-axes (time) have been adjusted for optimal appreciation of the catheter maneuvers. The solid angles show the passage of the pulmonary valve, the dashed arrows show the passing of the stenosis. Pressure gradients determined in stable recordings of at least 30 seconds show an average systolic pulmonary artery pressure gradient of 54 mmHg and an average mean arterial pressure gradient of 17 mmHg over the pulmonary artery stenosis.

Echocardiography

Doppler echocardiography is performed using the Vevo770 imaging system (VisualSonics, Toronto, Canada) after superficial anesthesia with ketamine/xylazine. The rats are placed in the supine position, and ECG limb electrodes are attached. The chest is carefully shaved, and ultrasound gel is used on the thorax to optimize visibility during the exam. A 30-MHz probe is used to obtain two-dimensional, M-mode and Doppler imaging from a parasternal short-axis view. Measurements are made of RV inner diameter, RV free wall thickness and septal thickness in diastole and systole; pulmonary artery velocity time index and pulmonary artery diameter are also obtained.

Hemodynamic measurements

Hemodynamic measurements are made using the Powerlab system (AD Instruments, Colorado Springs, CO). The rats are anesthetized with isoflurane, intubated and placed in a supine position. Fluid filled polyethylene catheters (PE50) are placed into the carotid artery (for measurements of systemic blood pressure and/or blood sampling) and jugular vein (for i.v.
administrations and/or blood sampling). Subsequently, a median sternotomy is performed, the pericardium opened and a 4.5 mm conductance catheter (Millar Instruments, Houston, TX) is introduced into the RV for measurements of RV pressure volume loops and pulmonary artery pressures (proximal and distal of the PA band, if applicable). After data acquisition, the animals are exsanguinated and tissues are harvested. In separate groups (same experimental conditions) and using the same anesthesia, intubation and catheterization techniques, cardiac output is measured by thermodilution. Saline (±12°C) is injected via the jugular catheter (advanced into the right atrium) and the change in temperature is measured in the aorta using a thermocouple (advanced via the carotid catheter). These animals are also used for lectin injections (see below). Data analysis is performed using GraphPad and PVAN software (AD Instruments, Colorado Springs, CO).

Microvascular Imaging

Rats previously anesthetized and instrumented for cardiac output measurements are heparinized using 1000 IU/kg of heparin (American Pharmaceutical partners, Schaumberg, IL) to minimize the formation of microthrombi and occlusion of microcirculatory beds. 0.5 mg of Texas-Red conjugated *lycopersicon esculentum* tomato lectin (Vector laboratories, Burlingame, CA) is injected into the jugular vein. Lectin is an N-acetylglucosamine specific effective marker of blood vessels in rodents. After circulation of the lectin for 5 minutes, 3 mg of papaverin is injected i.v. in order to promote maximal dilatation of all available blood vessels. The abdomen is opened and the rat exsanguinated by cutting the inferior vena cava. Arterial access via the carotid artery is used to perfuse-fix the animal tissues in 2% formaldehyde until tissue blanching. After tissue bleaching and clearing following a protocol of Dickey *et al.*⁵¹, three dimensional
imaging is performed by confocal microscopy of whole mount sections of approximately 30 µm thickness. Images are collected using a Leica TCS-SP2 AOBS confocal laser scanning microscope (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) equipped with a Mährhäuser MCX-2 motorized XY stage (Mährhäuser, Wetzlar, Germany). A 40x (oil) objective lens is used to collect images, with a scan resolution of 1024x1024 pixels, a scan zoom value of 1 (pixel dimensions = 0.141µm²) and a step size of 0.652 µm through focus. DAPI is illuminated with a 405 nm diode laser and Texas Red is illuminated with a 594 nm HeNe laser. The detector windows are set to 450-500 nm to collect fluorescence emission of DAPI and 600-675 nm to collect the emission of Texas Red. Stacks of confocal images collected through focus are rendered in 3-D using Volocity software (Version 4.3.2, Improvision, Coventry, UK). From these 3-D volume renderings, capillary density is digitally quantified (using Volocity) and expressed as capillary volume percent of total tissue volume in tissue samples of approximately 1*10^7 µm³.

Gene expression studies

Rat RV, LV and lung are snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. The FastRNA® Pro Green Kit (MPBio) is used to isolate total RNA from heart tissue. Using the FastPrep®- 24 instrument, 25mg of tissue is homogenized by Lysing Matrix D in impact-resistant 2ml tubes. Total RNA released into the proprietary, protective RNApro™ Solution is extracted with chloroform and precipitated using ethanol. Total RNA (1 µg) is reverse transcribed into complimentary DNA (cDNA) using the High-Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Applied Biosystems). First strand cDNA is diluted and RT-QPCR performed using Power SYBR® Green PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems) along with murine specific primers. Cycling parameters are: 95°C, 10 min and 45
cycles of 95°C, 15 sec, 60°C, 1 min. A dissociation profile is generated after each run to verify specificity of amplification. All PCR assays are performed in triplicate. No template controls and no reverse transcriptase controls are included. Automated gene expression analysis is performed using the Comparative Quantitation module of MxPro QPCR Software (Stratagene) to compare the levels of a target gene in test samples relative to a sample of reference (calibrator from untreated cells).

**Protein expression studies**

Western blots were performed using standard procedures and commercially available antibodies (HIF-1α: #3716, Cell Signaling, Danver MA; HO-1: # SPA-896, Stressgen, Ann Arbor, MI; Nrf2: #sc-722, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA; VEGF: #sc-152 Santa Cruz). HIF-1α and Nrf2 protein expressions were determined in nuclear extracts, VEGF and HO-1 in tissue lysates.

**Immunohistochemistry**

Lung sections are stained with hematoxylin/eosin to evaluate the severity of the pulmonary vascular disease. A quantitative analysis of luminal obstruction is performed by counting at least 200 small pulmonary arteries (outer diameter < 50 μm) per lung section from each rat by an investigator who is unaware of the source of the sections. Vessels are assessed for occlusive lesions and scored as: no evidence of neo-intimal formation (open); partial (<50%) luminal occlusion; and full-luminal occlusion (closed). Masson’s Trichrome stain is used to assess the degree of fibrosis in transverse cardiac sections. Fibrosis is quantified on digitized images, on
which blue stained tissue areas are expressed as percentage of the total surface area of RV or LV + septum.

*Protandim treatment*

In order to explore the effect of upregulation of innate defense mechanisms against oxidative stress, the dietary supplement Protandim (LifeVantage Corp., Littleton, CO, USA) is extracted in 95% ethanol (100mg Protandim per ml ethanol) and diluted 1:3 in PBS for i.p. injections of 1 ml (25mg Protandim extract). Protandim, known to induce superoxide dismutase (SOD) and/or catalase in rodents in vivo, and to decrease lipid peroxidation, consists of the following ratio of ingredients: B. monniera (45% bacosides), 150 mg; S. marianum (70–80% silymarin), 225 mg; W. somnifera powder, 150 mg; green tea, 98% polyphenols and 45% (95)-epigallocatechin-3-gallate, 75 mg; and turmeric (95% curcumin), 75 mg. These five standardized plant extracts are supplied by Nexgen Pharma (Colorado Springs, CO, USA). Injections are given every other day, starting on the day before SU5416 injection and entry into the hypoxia exposure chamber.

*Statistical analysis*

Differences between groups were assessed with ANOVA (parametric) and Kruskall-Wallis (non-parametric) tests; Bonferroni’s (parametric) and Dunn’s (non-parametric) post-hoc tests were used to assess for significant differences between pairs of groups. P-values < 0.05 were considered significant. For reasons of clarity, all data are reported as means ± SEM, unless specified otherwise, even if the differences between groups were tested with a non-parametric test that makes no use of means and standard deviations. 6-8 rats were used per group, unless specified otherwise. Empirically, after many years of working with pulmonary hypertension
models, if significant differences cannot be found in groups of 6-8 animals of this age, gender and strain, than in our experience a larger number of observations will also not yield meaningful differences.

Supplemental results and discussion

Animal models for pulmonary hypertension and right heart failure

Commonly used rodent models for pulmonary hypertension are based on chronic hypoxic exposure or the injection of the plant alkaloid monocrotaline to generate pulmonary hypertension and RV hypertrophy \(^6\). Whereas hypoxic exposure in rats is associated with muscularization of small pulmonary arteries and a mild degree of pulmonary hypertension, RV failure does not develop. Although the pulmonary artery pressure in the monocrotaline model is not greatly higher than in the chronic hypoxia model, animals develop heart failure and frequently die \(^24\). It is doubtful whether the monocrotaline model is appropriate to study PAH associated RV failure, since the alkaloid toxin may cause myocarditis and veno-occlusive disease of the liver \(^25\). The SuHx model simulates human PAH by inducing angioproliferative pulmonary vascular lesions, severe pulmonary hypertension and, ultimately, RV failure \(^9\).

Collagen 1A1 protein expression and Osteopontin-1 mRNA expression as markers of hypertrophy and fibrosis

Immunohistochemical findings of differences in fibrosis (Trichrome stain) between controls, PAB rats (small, statistically insignificant increase in fibrosis) and SuHx rats (Trichrome stain suggesting severe fibrosis) were confirmed with Western Blots for Collagen 1A1 expression (see
figure e2) and PCR for OPN-1 mRNA (5-fold increase in OPN-1 mRNA in PAB and a 9-fold increase in OPN-1 mRNA in SuHx).

**Figure e2**

*Western Blot for Collagen 1A1 in control rats, rats 6 weeks after surgical banding of the main pulmonary artery and rats exposed to SU5416 and hypoxia.*

OPN-1 expression correlates with the onset of LV hypertrophy and failure\textsuperscript{29}, but changes in OPN-1 expression have not been reported in animal models of RV failure. OPN-1 coordinates signals which lead to TGF\textbeta-1 induced differentiation and migration of myofibroblasts and ECM deposition with the recruitment of macrophages\textsuperscript{30}. OPN-1 knock-out mice demonstrate LV dilatation and reduced collagen deposition after myocardial infarction\textsuperscript{31}, consistent with the notion that a certain degree of fibrosis may be necessary to adapt to increased myocardial stress. Ultimately, however, cardiac fibrosis interferes with normal contractile physiology and contributes to the development of failure\textsuperscript{6}. Whether a moderate degree of cardiac fibrosis is sufficient to explain RV failure is unclear. Mechanical stress and angiotensin II are known inducers of OPN-1 expression\textsuperscript{32}, whereas chronic hypoxia is not\textsuperscript{33}. We suggest that the increased OPN-1 expression in the SuHx model can be seen as a marker of RV fibrosis.
Figure e3 Fetal gene and micro RNA expression in SuHx and PAB. A unique feature of chronic cardiac stress is a switch in the expression of myosin heavy chain (MHC) genes. Normal hearts typically express α-MHC, but following stress or injury they switch from the fast contracting α-MHC to the slower embryonic myosin β-MHC. This switch in MHC isotype expression is part of a general fetal gene reactivation program (together with reactivation of natriuretic peptides), and while fetal gene reactivation was observed in the RV and LV in the SuHx model (Panel A and B), it is also known to occur in states of compensated RV hypertrophy after PAB or chronic hypoxic exposure. Interestingly, the gene that encodes α-MHC gives rise to a cardiac-
specific miRNA, miR-208. MiR-208 regulates not only cardiac stress responses such as cardiomyocyte hypertrophy and fibrosis, but also plays a central role in regulating the switch from α-MHC to β-MHC. As seen in panel C, a drastic 80% decrease in miR-208 expression was observed in the RV of rats exposed to SU5416/hypoxia. However, a considerable decrease of 45% in miR-208 expression was also found in the non-failing RV following PAB. MiR-208 expression was preserved in the LV following PAB, and showed only a small decrease in the LV of SuHx animals (panel D).
Figure e4 Left ventricular gene expression of VEGF and VEGF receptors 1 and 2 in the SU5416 hypoxia model (SuHx) and after pulmonary artery banding (PAB). Left ventricular expression of VEGF (panel A), VEGF-R1 (panel B) and VEGF-R2 (panel C) mRNA is significantly increased in SU5416/hypoxia exposed animals but unchanged after PAB.
Figure e5 PAB animals fed with a diet deficient in copper develop RV fibrosis (top panels; Trichrome stain) and capillary rarefaction (middle panels; lectin staining and confocal imaging), along with a depressed RV function on cardiac ultrasound (increased right ventricular inner diameter, RVID, and decreased tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion, TAPSE; lower panels).
Figure e6 Protandim (Prot) in the SU5416 hypoxia (SuHx) model attenuates right ventricular (RV) dilatation on cardiac ultrasound (panel A, RVID is RV inner diameter), protects from RV myocardial apoptosis (panel B), attenuates miRNA208 down-regulation (panel C) and prevents hemoxygenase 1 (HO-1, panel D) and VEGF downregulation (panel E), possibly via induction of Nrf2 (panel D).
**Video e1** Three dimensional confocal imaging of whole mount right ventricular tissue in a model of angio-proliferative pulmonary hypertension associated right heart failure. Capillaries are stained red with Texas Red conjugated tomato lectin, injected intra-vitally. Nuclei are stained blue with DAPI incubation of whole mount samples. See methods for further details. Right ventricular capillaries appear morphologically heterogeneous in the SuHx model and on average there is a lower capillary density in the failing right heart.